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Next Run 2219
Date:

12th July 2021

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:
Co
Hare:

Hare: Barrelina

Theme:

Leevit
Its Dark Lads

58 Park Street, Henley Brook. East on Reid Highway, left into

Run
Lord Street, head North and turn Right at roundabout into Park
Site:

Street

Grub: Yes

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Bravefart & Boof
Upcumming Runs

Date
Hares
Van Driver
19 Jul Mel Adjusted
Mase
26 Jul
Mullaway
Mausei
3 Aug The Two B’s Mel Adjusted

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van
YOU need to find someone to swap out with
Contact the On Sec: Donka : hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2218 – Millington Reserve,
Karrinyup
Replicar with the 2 B’s
Preamble:

_Crivvens, jings and help ma boab

In accordance with the current Covid protocol limits on
numbers for community sport all members arrived tonight
fully masked. Those who remembered handed over the cans
that they had brought for the “Bring a Can” night.
Replicar mounts the crate to give run instructions and to
advise that he was duly assisted by the 2 B’s [Boof and
Bravefart] in the laying of tonight’s run.
The Run:
The runners took off at their usual pace and as HardCase was
the only FWB [front walking bastard] tonight he thought that
he would be walking on his own. However, he was pleasantly
surprised that there were many checks and FT’s tonight that

allowed HardCase to keep up with the running pack all the way until we were in sight of Scarborough Beach
Road. Voodoo as part of the running pack had quite a few wins on the FT’s tonight that kept him in sight of
the FRB’s [front running bastards] until he lost touch with them and was then on his own. In fact, he had to
use an App to get back to the Circle [more on that later]. The two foremost FRB’s [Pole Polisher and Cookie]
somehow managed to lose the pack and the trail and came back to the Circle way after everyone else. Lucky
the Hare Replicar put aside some of the snacks specially for them. All in all, from my perspective, it was a
pretty good effort by the 2 B’s that managed to keep the pack pretty much together for about 3/4 of the run.
5.2Km recorded by this FWB and Boof advised that the run was about 7.6Km.
Circle Up & Visitors/Returniks:
Visitors:
No Visitors tonight
Returniks:
Rooted – visited Slops then guiding on Rottnest and saved the Club last week by his absence.
Captain Hook – had a stuffed ankle – Barrelina was asked if he could make him a new peg leg.
Sheep Thrills – been on drugs waiting for Pfizer.
General Business:
Elf is called into the circle for his 1 of 8 DD’s in recognition of his 800th run tonight with H4. Immediately
followed by 2 of 8.
Rooted provides a story to allow those with an authorised dispensation to be seated.
It was mentioned that the only reason that Pole Polisher waited for Cookie on the run was that he had the
torch and the squeaky toy!
Elf is given 3 of 8 DD’s
Captain Hook asks what 16 means and we assume that he is referring to the number of points in the Dockers
loss to Carlton in their game on the weekend.
Elf is given 4 of 8 DD’s
Wimpy advised that he spoke to Squirt who is 14 days quarantine in Maylands after returning from a job in
Queensland. No Rations for him!
Coops reminds us that it is Hamersley’s Run No.2222 in 4 weeks time at the same venue as tonight. The 2 B’s
are again setting the run.
Rooted asks if this is the twin Desmond run? Desmond Tutu – get it – no we didn’t!
Elf downs his 5 of 8 celebratory beer
Charges:
Well, here we go when GM C-Man gets into his stride and charges mostly all of the H4 members who run on
Bridges Hash for disrespect to the Hamersley GM. Firstly by posting on the Bridges Hash FaceBook page by the
administrator [and I quote “this idiot here” meaning Bravefart] and then by those for “liking” the post. First
up was Troppo even though it was his unmentionable who posted the like. Then in quick succession we had
Sir Kumsize, Cookie, Popeye [wimped out], Baron, Rooted [hands in his resignation of Bridges Hash but it
doesn’t save him!], Bravefart, Meladjusted and Boof [ got off for knocking A$2,000 off C-Man’s bill for his
current renovations].
Elf manages to break the spell by coming in for his 6 then followed by his 7 of 8 DD.
Troppo gets iced for disrupting the Circle.
Coops enters the circle with two old H4 T-shirts from about 1983/84 with a story about Panels workshop, a
paddling pool with Harvey Walbanger in it. I didn’t catch the charge!
Bravefart finds himself back on Ice for some misdemeanour and by Popeye who castigates all Scotsmen – you
need to be very careful there Popeye while HardCase is stand in Scribe! This is your first and only warning!
Note from the OnSec: Popeye. It will not only be remembered by the Scribe, but might get a mention next
year as well!!

Cookie charges the Hare Replicar as a mean Kiwi for providing street food from all the cans brought tonight.
Replicar proudly tells all the members that he is now an Australian. Charge is promptly reversed DD Cookie.
Voodoo charges Pole Polisher for disrespecting an old runner. Voodoo claims that he was following Pole
Polisher religiously tonight [when you weren’t missing most of the FT’s that is Voodoo] until he could not
keep up and got lost. Used an App to get home. DD to both.
Gasman who was driving the Van tonight, charges Popeye for parking his car deliberately blocking his
reversing manoeuvre. Popeye tries an excuse, but it does not wash with GM C-Man. DD Popeye.
Kazi tries a charge against Precious for not giving new member Mental Disorder his member pack. Charge
reversed as GM C-Man tells Kazi not to interfere with the Committee members job descriptions. DD Kazi.
Elf is brought into the circle for his 8 of 8 and awarded his 800 run badge by GM C-Man. HardCase as a mate
of Elf’s for over 40 years is given the opportunity to enlighten the circle on some Elf stories from Jakarta. First
one is that Elf’s was given a different hash name on junior hash club, Batavia Hash, in Jakarta and that was
Model. The second was Elf’s propensity [see I can use big words!] to get pissed in Blok M in Jakarta and forget
where he had parked his car – once reporting it stolen to the cops when he could not even find it when he
was sober next day. Happy Days and both share a DD.
WOW:
The Real RA Cookie mounts the crate and calls forward the current WOW, Kazi, who takes his time shedding 3
layers of clothing to reveal the WOW shirt! Kazi keen to get shot of the WOW shirt comes up with 3
nominations:• Bravefart for deliberately dirtying the WOW shirt last week
• Boof for throwing all of Kazi’s gear onto Dags roof last week when he was awarded the WOW shirt.
This required the second oldest club member [Dags] to climb onto his roof to retrieve his beanie the
next day
• Mullet for clogging up the internet - having inherited a smart phone he is now on FaceBook and has
more friends than you can poke sticks at
Cookie decrees that as the 2 B’s are his mates they are off the hook and Kazi is a carry over WOW for picking
on his second oldest car pool member Mullet. [I did warn you last week Kazi to be careful you don’t take
Voodoo’s crown].
Run Report:
Cookie has been desperate all night to do the Run Report as payback for him and Pole Polisher losing the trail
and the pack. GM C-Man brings back an old tradition and makes Cookie do the Run Report from the Ice.
Cookie claims only 4 members did the complete run including the 2 B’s and he only has 5 letters to say about
the run – STEPS. Cookie reckoned that he did all 18 FT’s so he must have done an extra one as Boof advised
that there were only 17. He gave -28/10 for the food, 9/10 for the run and 8/10 for the Steps with a 12/10 for
the Anzac spirit = 1/10.
Cookie was obviously in a spiteful mood [I thought that the 2 B’s were your mates?] and there was nothing
wrong with the food and Replicar had actually kept some snacks for you. So using the power of the pen I
hereby revise that score to a good run 8/10.
Ice:
Troppo, Bravefart, Sir Kumsize, Cookie, Baron, Rooted, Meladjusted – for disrespecting the GM C-Man
Troppo – disrupting the circle
Cookie – Run Report
Next Week’s Run:
Barrelina – At his estate on Park Street, Henley Brook. His Co-hare Ampol has let him down but Wimpy steps
into the breach to help.\

Next week’s Van driver:
Molly Dooker

Hash Lunch:
Tagg tells us that due to last week’s lockdown that the Hash Lunch, as he previously advised, is on this Friday 9
July at 12.30pm at the previously advised location of at or near 450 William Street, Northbridge and it is a
BYO.
Hares Act
Replicar starts off with a 4-line poem and is saved by Coops with a very clever Pam Ayres style ditty about
Toilet Paper Gate. DD to both.
Song:
Wimpy leads us all into Australia’s Hash to close the circle.
ON ON

C-Man / Donka 34/52, (Hardcase 5/)

NOTE ; We will assume that next week’s Run will go ahead until we hear what further restrictions may be in
force

ON ON
International / Interstate

Local

Trinidad & Tobago 2022

Busselton Hash – Hung’s 10th Anniversary Run

29 April – 1 May 2022

14th August 2021

Nash Hash Adelaide 2021
5th November 2021
Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

